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!  There are a variety of ways that plant  can present hazards if 
you don't have the proper protection or controls.  

!  For example, you can be: 

! Electrocuted if the plant contacts an overhead powerline 
! Crushed if plant equipment overturns 
! Struck by or crushed by material being moved by heavy  
   plant equipment 
! Crushed if caught between the equipment and a wall or  
   other object 
! Run over by a heavy vehicle. 
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Nearly a quarter of all deaths involving  
vehicles at work occur while vehicles  
are reversing. Many reversing accidents
 that don’t result in injury cause costly  
damage to vehicles, equipment and  
premises. 
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! The main problem working with or around vehicles and      
equipment is the driver or operator's restricted view            
especially when backing up. 

! Around vehicles and heavy equipment  there are blind spot
s where the operator has no view or only a very limited      
view. 

! The operator may not see someone standing in these blind
 spots. Anyone kneeling or bending over in these areas      
would be even harder to see. 

! Consequently the driver or operator must rely on mirrors or 
banksmen or aids to back up without running over              
someone or into something.  
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! An accident on a  site  
proves that when          
people and plant come  
together there is only   e
ver one winner and it’s 
never the person. 

! An IP suffered serious 
back injuries, three       
damaged vertebrae,      
requiring surgery,        w
hen he was struck by a 
reversing Telehandler 
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! The Telehandler was hired and o
perated by the Principal            c
ontractor working on the           o
pposite site but had just left the s
ite having done a “favour”, lifting 
a pallet of material. 

! The operator was reversing at a 
“fast walking pace” looking out    
for people, on his right side who  
in his words, “popped out” from  
behind the steel barrier, the IP   
walked out from the footpath on  
the left side of the machine. 
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! The lack of control of the 
shared access road is a   s
ource of concern and     m
ay provide the HSE with re
asons to prosecute. 

! However the primary        
cause of this accident was
 the lack of control over th
e reversing operation 
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! The Health and Safety
 at Work Act 1974 and 
 the Management of    
Health and Safety at  
Work Regulations       
1992 place                   
responsibilities upon   
us to provide and       
maintain safe places of
 work and to carry out  
suitable and sufficient  
risk assessments. 
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The Construction Design
 and Management          
Regulations 2015 require
 the Principal Contractor 
  to set and maintain        
  standards on site, contr
ol access to site and       
   maintain good order.  
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! Where an area is congested/restricted,         
where visibility is poor, where pedestrians are
 at risk or where plant is required to reverse   
 these operations must be carried out with th
e assistance of a trained and competent        
   vehicle marshal (Banksman).  

!  There is no exception to this rule.   
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! Many items of plant   
and vehicles are now  
fitted with devices to   
aid the operator or     d
river during reversing 
operations, these are  
just as suggested,      
Aids and should not   
be relied on as a         
substitute for a “safe   
system of work”. 
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! These are devices to warn of the 
presence of plant and vehicles,    
   they must be fully operational. 

! These are warning devices,    
not controls. 
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 CCTV 	

! A number of vehicles    
and items of plant are     
fitted with CCTV, this is  
particularly useful on      
vehicles such as road    s
weepers which operate o
n the public highway,    b
eyond the site               b
oundary 
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  Rear View Mirrors 	

! Most vehicles and         
items of plant are fitted 
with some type of mirror
 to assist with rear vision
, these must be maintain
ed on an ongoing basis, 
poorly adjusted or dirty 
mirrors, cracked glass   
or loose fitting vibrating 
devices can all              
produce a poor quality   
or distorted view.  
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 Reversing Vehicles – Blind Spots	

All vehicles, including the  
family car have a “blind  
spot”, an area where you  
can’t see just by looking  
in the mirrors, for this  
reason good drivers tend  
to look over there shoulder  
before pulling out into  
traffic.  

Many vehicles used on site  d
o not allow for anyone        “l
ooking over their shoulder w
hich can mean a large       “b
lind spot   
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! A 20 tonne 8 wheeled     
tipper delivering to our    
sites could have a blind  
spot of 24metres, a         
standard road tipper, this
 can be further                 
complicated by the fact   
that not all road tippers   
are fitted with reversing  
cameras, combine this   
with the problem of many
 drivers being paid, “line 
a load” and the problems
  with uncontrolled           
  reversing activities are  
 easily recognised. 
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! Excavators spend their 
working day slewing an
d reversing and must     
therefore be fitted with 
mirrors which give         
visibility all around the 
machine a minimum of 
1m above ground and   
around the machine. 
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! These mirrors are often 
badly fitted, a common  p
roblem is mirrors fitted cl
ose to exhausts which “s
oot up” when the         en
gine starts, mirrors are al
so easily damaged      pa
rticularly when           wor
king in trees or          folia
ge. The main           probl
em however tends  to be
 lack of use by        opera
tors, a serious and unacc
eptable breach of good p
ractice.  
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•  Dump trucks and cranes are the kinds of equipment that hit  
 overhead powerlines most often.  

•  Beware of powerline contact whenever a crane, dump truck,  
 or other vehicle is going to be operated near an overhead  
 electrical conductor.  

•  If equipment operates within reach of the minimum permitted  
 distance from an overhead powerline, a written procedure  
 must be in place to prevent the equipment from encroaching  
 on the minimum distance 
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! The role of plant and 
vehicle banks man is  
vital to the safe            
running of the site, you
 have been selected fo
r this training because 
  you have the              
necessary skills and at
tributes to properly      
full fill this key duty. 
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Attributes required for the job  
include: 
•  A reasonable level of fitness  

 and agility. 
•  Good eyesight and hearing. 
•  And above all, a strong personality,  

 you are in charge of this operation,  
 operators and drivers must  
 follow your instruction!! 
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! Whilst your role is to protect     
people at risk from reversing    
equipment it is important to      
ensure that your personal         
safety is not compromised,       
always maintain a safe             
distance from the reversing      
vehicle and any fixed object      
and never stand this close        
when tipping operations are     
underway,  

      lorries have fallen over! 
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Good communication is the key to  
safety; 

Before you start any operation  
speak to the driver and agree what  
manoeuvre is to completed, what  
signals are to be used and identify  
any potential hazards or  
obstructions.  

There should only ever be one  
person acting as banks man,  
if there are two trained people at  
the location, agree who will signal  
and stick with it. 
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  Signaller 	

! The signaller must maintain clear view of the path that the 
vehicle, machine, or load will be travelling and must be       
able to watch those parts of the vehicle, equipment, or load
 that the operator cannot see.  

! The signaller must maintain clear and continuous visual     
contact with the operator at all times while the vehicle or    
equipment is moving, and must be able to communicate    
with the operator using clearly understood, standard hand 
signals.  

! The signaller must warn other workers on foot of the          
approaching vehicle or equipment, and must alert the        
operator to any hazards along the route 
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  Industry Standard Hand Signals 	

The signals below are industry recognised signals.   
These can be replaced by alternative hand signals as  
long as a method of communication has been agreed  
between the banksman and the vehicle operator prior  
to commencement of the operation  
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